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The half-nelson and reverse half-nelson combination is the most basic way to turn a wrestler for near fall
and to hold them for the pin.

After breaking the opponent flat a
wrestler will often try to apply a half-
nelson by “sinking” his arm under
the down man’s arm.

The top man grabs the back of the
opponent’s neck, plying the bottom
man’s arm away from his side, as he
begins to run in a circle.

The top wrestler stays off his knees
and continues to drive with his legs
as he pushes down on the
opponent’s head, forcing him to look
down and into the half nelson.

The top wrestler drives with his chest
and legs while continuing to apply
the pressure of the “half.”

As the down man turns to his back,
the top wrestler must lower his hips
and come to a chest-to-chest posi-
tion to avoid getting rolled through.

Here the wrestler begins to change
his half to a reverse half. Notice how
the wrestler is arching his hips down
while keeping his head up.

Here the top wrestler’s arm is clearly
visible as he scoops the bottom
man’s head up by bringing his elbow
back to his side and turning his palm
up.

The top wrestler sinks the reverse
half elbow-deep, lifting the down
man’s head off the mat as he finishes
perpendicular to the opponent’s
torso.

To finish in perfect pin position the
wrestler is chest-to-chest with head
up and back arched. He brings his
knee toward the ear as he drives off
his widely spread feet.

Coaches should help wrestlers understand that the half-nelson and the reverse half are really two
different moves. The half is meant for leverage and turning an opponent; the reverse half is meant
to settle a wrestler’s hips back to gain the fall.


